Holiday-Themed Mysteries

Writing culinary mysteries with titles delicious enough to eat, Joanne Fluke fills her engaging books with quirky characters, humor that leaves her readers in stitches, and twisty surprise endings. Although she also writes books that aren’t food oriented, her culinary mysteries are splashed with her trademark yummy recipes.

Sugar Cookie Murder  

Plum Pudding Murder  
(2009) MYST FLUK / LT MYS FLUK

Gingerbread Cookie Murder  
(2010) MYST FLUK / CD Book FLUK

Christmas Caramel Murder  
(2016) MYST FLUK / Lucky Day CHRI / LT MYS FLUK

Author of two award-winning mystery sleuth series, Donna Andrews is a self-professed nerd and has a canny understanding of the criminal mind. With a sharp sense of humor, she writes well-structured cozy murder mysteries that give warmth to her characters and appeal greatly to her readers.

Six Geese A-Slaying  
(2015) LT MYS ANDR

Homicidal Holidays  

The Nightingale Before Christmas  
(2014) MYS ANDR, LT MYS ANDR

Duck the Halls  
(2013) PLAY FIC ANDR / FIC ANDR

For ambiance while you read your

Mistletoe Mysteries

The Yule Log: Christmas by the Fireplace

This ambient, high definition Blu-ray features footage of magnificent fireplaces across the world. The soundtrack offers the option to select traditional holiday music or the comforting sounds of a crackling fire.

Is there a subject you’d like to learn more about? If you have suggestions for future pathfinders, let us know!  
E-mail: reference@bcplib.org

www.bcplib.org
Published in time for your holiday reading.

**Standalone Novels**

**City of the Lost**
by Kelley Armstrong MYS ARMS, LT MYS ARMS
The newest detective is soon plunged into investigating a gruesome murder and everyone in the secretive small town is a suspect.

**A Murder in Time**
by Julie McElwain MYS MCEL
A time-travel mystery; a present-day FBI agent is thrust into the year 1815 and must assimilate to her surroundings and catch a vicious murderer.

**DARKTOWN**
by Thomas Mullen MYS MULL
In 1940s Atlanta, two African American police officers risk their careers investigating the murder of a woman by a white man.

**The Cantaloupe Thief**
by Deb Richardson-Moore MYS RICH
A Christian suspense novel featuring a reporter investigating a 10-year-old unsolved murder.

**The Secrets of Wishtide**
by Kate Saunders MYS SAUN
In 1850s England, a private investigator goes undercover to solve a case involving the illicit affairs of a nobleman’s son.

**Missing, Presumed**
by Susie Steiner MYS STEI
A missing-person case where secrets are revealed when a feisty detective becomes relentless in finding the truth.

**The English Boys**
by Julia Thomas MYS THOM
Best friends fall in love with the same woman. When she is murdered, the one she decided NOT to marry is leading his own investigation into her death.

**A Christmas Message**
by Anne Perry MYS PERR
The highly acclaimed author presents #14 in her Christmas Mysteries Series, this time set in 1900s Jerusalem. A married couple risk their lives to finish the mission of a murdered friend to deliver an ancient parchment by Christmas.

**Fields Where They Lay**
by Timothy Hallinan FIC HALL (Junior Bender Mysteries)
Junior Bender is an unwilling “fixer” for LA’s various underworld bosses. Here he investigates trouble at the Edgerton Shopping Mall.

**Deck the Hallways**
by Kate Carlisle FIC CARL (A Fixer-Upper Mystery)
An engaging murder-mystery where the investigator’s father is the chief suspect.

**Murder on St. Nicholas Avenue**
by Victoria Thompson LT THOM, FIC THOM (A Gaslight Mystery)
An atmospheric and historical mystery set in gaslight-era New York City.

**The Twelve Dogs of Christmas**
by David Rosenfelt LT MYS ROSE (A Junior Bender Mystery)
A fast paced, legal thriller involving a lawyer and his faithful golden retriever.

**Smoke and Mirrors**
by Elly Griffiths MYS GRIF (sequel to The Zig Zag Girl)
Gruesome murders are investigated by WWII special-ops veterans in this mystery with a theatrical/magician twist.

**Slay Bells**
by Annette Mahon FIC MAHO (A St. Rose Quilting Bee Mystery)
After a member of their quilting bee is murdered, the ladies begin both snooping and speculating.

**Crepe Factor**
by Laura Childs E-LT MYS CHIL (Scrapbooking Mysteries)
A “hobby” mystery involving colorful characters, crafting tips, and Cajun recipes.

**Rest Ye Murdered Gentlemen**
by Vicki Delany FIC DELA (Year-Round Christmas Mystery)
A small city is hoping to be named America’s Christmas Town, so when a reporter is murdered, the locals lose no time investigating.

**Winter’s Child**
by Margaret Coel MYS COEL (John O’Malley and Vicky Holden Mysteries)
An abandoned baby is left on a doorstep in the midst of a blizzard.

**The Humbug Murders**
by L.J. Oliver FIC OLIV (A Scrooge Mystery)
Ebenezer Scrooge must clear his name when his former boss is found dead with HUMBUG written in blood nearby.

**All I Want for Christmas Is Fudge**
by Nancy Coco E-Book
(A Candy-Coated Mystery)
A “cozy” mystery set in the winter wonderland of Mackinac Island, Michigan.

**Ornaments of Death**
by Jane K. Cleland FIC CLEL
(Josie Prescott Antiques Mysteries)
Josie is dealing with her annual Christmas party while trying to unravel the mystery of a missing relative and the disappearance of two valuable antiques.

**A Great Reckoning**
by Louise Penny LT MYS PENN, E-audio
(Inspector Armand Gamache Mysteries)
An old map leads the former Chief of Homicide for the Sûreté du Québec to places even he is afraid to go.